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ABSTRACT

This essay aims to reflect on some of the ways in which security surveillance technology has 
become politicised through race and gender biases, the product of a historical process known 
as cis-coloniality. This analysis aims to demonstrate, with some urgency, that this type of 
technology is not neutral and in fact reinforces transgendered racism, under the auspices 
of “efficiency and security”. Rather than providing alternatives for the democratisation of 
intelligent connected cities, it actually operates as a device for classifying risk, harvesting data 
and alienating black, poor and transsexual bodies, by widening and reframing the gap between 
bodies and territories. Technopolitics validate both proof of life and automate experience. They 
determine gender and circumscribe death movements in cities with hyper-surveillance, thus 
turning collective life into an image-based ritual, through which the militarisation of urban 
space and the dynamic of contemporary capitalism itself are amplified.  
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•   The technopolitics of security,   • 
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Old people have dreams, young people have vision.1

1 • Accessing a network of (im)perceptible strengths

I boarded an underground train during the rush hour on a Monday, sometime in March 
2021, headed for the outskirts of Rio de Janeiro. Although we were still in the midst of 
the pandemic, it seemed that the Covid-19 virus had been ‘cancelled’ with few people 
wearing masks. They were probably on their way home from work, surviving in one of 
the most lethal months of the pandemic in the hyper-productivity of neoliberal politics. 
Although astonished and fearful, I did notice that most of those people, packed in like 
sardines in a tin, were holding smartphones as though the lack of space and the dangers of 
the virus were the least of their problems. For many of them, the most important task was 
to scroll randomly and distractedly through their social media feeds, while trying not to 
fall over and to hold on to something, without dropping their phones or taking their eyes 
off the screens. In this chaotic juggling act, they looked like wandering zombies being 
tossed about by the train, immersed in a profusion of hyper-connected micro-universes, 
heads bowed in a typical scene of modern life!

Two trains of thought battled for my attention – fear of contamination by a deadly virus and 
my ongoing inquiry into the repercussions of this type of ‘anachronistic’ commitment to 
smart devices. Maybe few of those people knew that all their digital interactions were being 
pooled into an immense machine, the methods of which are still unclear and biased and 
which follow criteria defined by an economic model that claims human experience as the raw 
material for commercial activities. Within surveillance capitalism,2 a new economic model 
that has emerged this century, boundaries of security, observation, control management of life 
and emotions are being established, as are the political principles that regulate laws, national 
sovereignty and access to rights. For this very reason its principal focus is harvesting data on 
behaviour and on increasing integration between human nature and the nature of machines. 
This new ́ tentacle´ of capitalism also produces and reinforces policies of gender management, 
at times curtailing the right to and the limits of self-affirmation, by means of biometric and 
subjective control mechanisms. Through the use of increasingly prevalent surveillance and 
security cameras and by offering ´gendered´ products and a whole range of wearables,3 our 
performance is monitored and tracked according to a binary perspective of gender.

I left the underground train, thinking about how this new economic order has been 
reinforcing methods of social classification, particularly of groups of people who have been 
historically vulnerable, given that it operates on the principles of cis-coloniality. In other 
words, methods through which the tools and rationale of the colonial model are revived 
and gain new contours in the contemporary world, reproducing the disposability, predation 
and abjection that are common in colonial societies, as well as methods of exploitation, 
discipline, control and the subordination of black bodies, the poor, the periphery and all 
and any type of ‘difference’ in gender and sexuality. 
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These forces operate asymmetrically in the bodies and subjectivities that constitute the 
black-becoming in the world.  Namely, in beings whose process of ontological constitution 
stems from dynamics of  organised pillaging, which served the purposes of the trans-
Atlantic trafficking of enslaved African people from the XV century to the XIX century 
and which are gradually being introduced into the field of racial invention in “human-
object, human-merchandise and human-money”.5

2 • The technopolitics of surveillance as automation of life/debt

So-called smart technology and policies for harvesting and managing data, under the guise 
of labels such as “difference” and “inclusion” (digital/social), have never been neutral. Any 
claim that they are neutral calls for recognition that they are imbued with aspects of the 
culture and environment in which they were developed and as such have always leveraged 
beliefs and values that foster certain means of survival/living while simultaneously inhibiting 
others. Furthermore, speaking of the neutrality of this technology begs recognition of its 
history and of the whole force field that establish its heritage as an instrument of power, 
as well as the means by which its production techniques (economic and subjective) 
circumscribe life in our times, principally at the intersection between gender and race. 

Technology of this nature that is based on algorithms,6 not only presents a risk to 
democracies around the planet but is also scrutinizing bodies and subjectivities that 
have historically occupied a position of social subordination. This is how the bases of 
surveillance technopolitics are constituted (under the neoliberal shroud of security). 
Biometric control and economic production round the clock not only “say” who you are 
but also automate the entire field of sensory experience and condition its place in this 
model of data harvesting, manipulation and human conditioning.

The scene on the underground described above is only one of many of which we are 
an integral part, in a metric of possibilities. “Predictive behavioural data comes from 
intervening in the state of play in order to nudge, coax, tune and herd behaviour toward 
profitable outcomes”,7 in a large-scale shaping of our behaviour. The aim is not only profit 
by managing behaviour but also the production of behavioural economics within which 
society can be managed (privacy, profit, electoral pledges, emotions, desires, rights, self-
determination of gender and sexuality, racial dynamics, security strategies etc). 

In this process peripheral bodies and peripheral territories are invented where the management 
of life/debt is carried out: a social economy that functions in the same way as the original 
sin8 and is in perfect harmony with the working strategies of surveillance capitalism. The 
debt of life generates taxes, fees, liquidity and profit as well as “appropriate” ways of being, 
thinking, behaving and above all consuming while being consumed via data surveillance. 
This includes urban cameras, dating apps, online games, social media, biometrics and 
identification data, databases, online purchases and anything that can possibly be used in 
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the calculation of this form of economic management and of behavioural “understanding”. 
Getting to know you is an act of market investment, whereby human relationships are 
inferred statistically and all that matters is computer validation, not people with bodies, 
history and flesh, but instead an “avatar” accompanied by credit and credibility scores.9

Through technological devices, technopolitics are tools that set up forms of collective 
administration, as well as methods of communication and information management that 
are reconfiguring the economic dynamics and the topography of power in contemporary 
society. Surveillance technopolitics literally operate on the basis of paradoxes that waiver 
between “empowerment” and “cancellation”, “inclusion” and “exclusion”, “intelligible” 
and “unintelligible”, “worthy of killing” and “worthy of living”, among others. Through 
a set of technical and social mechanisms they define the verification of people´s identities 
and their annihilation by deciding what suspicious visual appearance looks like. They also 
automate behaviour, the management of desires and large-scale consumer mechanisms. 
They establish ‘proof of life’ - for the use of public services – as well as the criteria that justify 
police operations in regions where very often ‘proof of death’ is praised. In other words, 
this software defines the baseline that classifies human experience from a solidly binary 
perspective, between poles of tension and opposition that are almost always incompatible 
with the idea of normality, idealness, acceptability and insurability. 

3 • Cis-coloniality and technopolitical traces 

To be concise, cis-colonialism is the ontological dimension where the colonialism of being 
and of power10 produces an experience of living in the “cis-system”,11 the modern/colonial 
world, establishing criteria for normality, truth and the universality of cisgender bodies and 
experiences, to the detriment of regulation and dehumanisation of body diversities and gender 
identities.12 By establishing cis-genderism as the paradigm of “normal” and “universal”, a set 
of social and technological rules are formed, from which technopolitics emerge and develop. 

Cis-coloniality arose out of colonialism, in other words, a process that has been 
unfolding since the foundation of modernity13 in around the XVI century, and which 
has been undergoing transformation in terms of power dynamics. In my opinion, these 
transformations stem from seven important movements: economic; scientific/epistemic; 
technical; from visuality and attention regimes, theology and the “otherness” of race and 
gender. Based on the idea that these movements operate as ontological regimes and historical 
methods of subjectification, colonialism is the rationale that underpins the foundation 
and the developments of the West European civilisation that emerged following the 
advent of the European Renaissance and whose movements foster practices of economic 
and cultural domination until the present day. Cis-coloniality is the amplification of 
the management of body, gender and sexuality and is echoed in technopolitics in its 
methods of control and collective administration in modernity, with race and sexism as 
its paradigmatic points of support and continuity.14
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Race is a fundamental dynamic of annihilation and of reducing human experience to 
exploitation, making it an instrument to brutalise black people, their territory and their 
culture and constitutes a mechanism that has fed into a collective vision of black people as 
a risk to society. So, their bodies have become medical, industrial, biomedical and social 
experiments and they have been left to either go mad or die. There is always a black person 
who is in a state of delirium,15 poverty or violence. This movement sparked the trans-
nationalisation of racism and sexism as epicentres of a “new world order”. In this way, race 
has gained a damning future and black people have become dangerous and threatening, 
while their bodies have become a peripheral experience, all of which underpins the 
justifications of current technopolitics regarding security and incarceration.

In parallel, theological administration methods, created by Europeans erased and fought 
religious and cultural features, justifying the appropriation and exploitation of land, by 
demonising practices and creating social monsters, reinforcing the techniques of punishment 
and domestication of bodies and sexuality. From an economic point of view from the XV 
century market norms were invented. In addition, the economic market was literally set 
up through the regulation of the body-commodity of black men and women. Epistemic 
and scientific administration methods reframed the field of representations imposing a 
“biological truth” on bodies. This also led to a technical method for economic urban and 
cultural development, making the body a fundamental means of production inseparable 
from industrial machines. From the XIX century, visuality and attention regimes were 
generated, making image, above all the image and perception of “abnormal bodies”, a kind 
of device within which power is focused on ways of seeing. The panoptic model16 was 
implemented in factories, social institutions and on the streets and led to an increasing 
escalation in medical military and police hierarchies, in the XX century. 

These movements define the dynamics of cis-coloniality, as they contribute to the invention 
of normality and pathology and the pathological, of the criminal and the “good citizen”, 
by means of a specific set of discourses and judicial, medical, institutional, political and 
cultural practices.17 In other words, by defining who is deviating in terms of gender, cis-
coloniality causes cis-genderism to emerge as a desirable category within the scope of what 
has been defined as “ideal”, “sacred” and “universal”. 

This is how the invention of gender and transsexuality came about in the first half of the 
XX century. It is the result of a set of social and bio-technological discourses and practices 
that emerged from the medical industries18 and from methods of redirecting knowledge, 
classifying the body in terms of erogenous zones due to an asymmetric distribution of 
power between masculine and feminine genders based on their sexual anatomy.19

These principles were drawn into the administration model and data harvesting in 
modernity, making the neutrality of technology a fiction, principally with regards to 
biometric identification, defining risk categories and criteria that guide surveillance 
technopolitics of gender in the XXI century.
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4 • The smart model as visibility management on the periphery 

In contemporary life, with the advance and development of new technology, the term 
smart has become increasingly embedded in society to refer to “intelligent” equipment, 
connected to the internet with the objective of optimising time and easing day-to-day tasks. 
Toothbrushes, telephones, TV sets, fridges, light bulbs, locks, watches, rubbish bins, vacuum 
cleaners, surveillance cameras, drones, manholes, bus passes, airports and an endless list of 
equipment and services are now shaping “smart” homes and cities.

This “technological revolution” is backed by large corporations as a product of the 
neoliberal agenda that aims to decentralise the running of cities and the privatisation of 
public services through an endless flow of data.20 Although the idea of facilitating services, 
like recyclable waste collection, is desirable, in practice the organisation of these services 
comes with an asymmetric history of power and income. Benefits and services are unequally 
distributed throughout the cities. Conversely, what is being developed is the refinement of 
surveillance capitalism and the ongoing submission of urban populations, job instability, an 
increase in the cost of living, unequal access to information and services and gentrification, 
underpinned by integrated platforms that operate 24/7. 

While the grander regions of cities like Rio de Janeiro reap the benefits of technological 
development, with improved services and security, the historically underprivileged regions 
have seen an increase in the use of this type of technology in the form of security equipment 
and real-time discrimination, like for example the use of facial recognition technology for 
crime prevention.21 Broadly speaking, the equation is as follows: smart cities attract smart 
citizens who in turn attract smart money.22 To reframe this equation, the flow of smart 
money in smart cities is proportional to the growth and increase in smart-style security, 
which in turn is proportional to the sum of smart racism and transphobia squared. This can 
be seen in pilot projects for monitoring and security23 that end up targeting subjects who 
have always been classified as a risk and threatening,24 while they simultaneously manage 
and control the facilities on offer in upper class public areas.25

From this perspective, phobias and social differences take on new characteristics. 
Inequality is socially produced, politically reinforced and economically dynamic. When 
the state looks at favelas and peripheral regions – and at the people who live in these places 
– it is almost exclusively through the optic of the problem of security. All other services 
then turn on this axis and large corporations know how to take advantage of this. A 
huge quantity of public money26 is invested in the “modernisation” of security, through 
tech companies that promise improved security. However, they have contributed to a 
significant increase in the militarisation of urban space, particularly at mega-events27 
like the World Cup (2014) and the Olympic Games (2016). The militarisation of 
public spaces in Brazil is not recent, it is ongoing. Favelas and peripheral regions have 
seen the implementation of Police Pacification Units (UPP),28 police operations and 
military intervention as happened in 2018 in Rio de Janeiro.29
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Police violence rose by 34% in the first half of 2021, compared with the previous year.30 

It had already increased by 27.9% by April 2020 compared with 2019. The number of 
police raids in favela territories is increasing, resulting in carnage of young black people and 
school closures. Data from the Public Security Institute31 indicate that in 2021 there was an 
88.2% increase in police lethality in Rio, compared to 2020. This tells us that the city is not 
only the capital of mega-events, it is also the ideal laboratory for testing smart surveillance 
technology and controlling black bodies and anyone who “deviates” from the norms of 
gender and civility. In conjunction with this war-like rationale, smart surveillance has been 
producing both a suicide state,32 one which annihilates its own people, and has also been 
stimulating necropolitics, in other words, an asymmetric redistribution of the organisation 
of living and dying in the contemporary capitalist system. Brazil is not only one of the 
countries with the highest rates for incarcerating and killing black people in the world 
but is also known to be one of the countries with the highest rates for killing trans people, 
with around 80% of victims being black and racialised,33 i.e. transgenderised racism. This 
concept is used as an analytical key34 to understanding the process by which trans black 
people are encountering greater difficulty in receiving Emergency Aid from the federal 
government, in being issued with documents and securing food and income35 in the Rio 
favelas during the pandemic. This is related to a particular unfolding of normative gender 
policy in coloniality which is pushing “socio-racial” black transgender people into the abyss. 

In smart cities, transgenderised racism is smart necropolitics that emerge out of the 
management of biometric data, risk and threat management36 and the automation of 
behaviour as market practice. So that, the very category “transgender” is produced, regulated 
and contested on the basis of a profusion of surveillance technologies37 the objective of 
which is the maintenance and honing of the fictional narrative of the “social deviant”, 
turning trans bodies into a sort of double periphery – that of gender and that of the social-
urban setting. In these cities, machines, homes, public transport, airport x-ray scanners, 
surveillance cameras etc are composed of algorithms designed to identify “anomalies” of 
gender and race. In this scenario, biometrics are used not as a means of identification, 
but as the technopolitics of differentiation, based on methods of classification and risk 
management and they set the boundaries of social access for black trans people at airport 
control38 and borders, through travel passes39 and registration at schools and universities.40

4.1 - Biometric technopolitics and transgenderised racism in terms of “security” 

The biometric of identification was developed on the basis of anthropometry and 
eugenics at the end of the XIX century which has resulted in a direct link between 
physical and corporeal characteristics and identity cards. It is based on the idea that 
physical characteristics are immutable and define concrete aspects about an individual 
and is not seen as 100% effective, by any means. This type of technology, particularly 
facial recognition, has a wide margin of error in identifying the faces of black cis 
women.41 Women and trans men are also vulnerable to the use of this type of technology, 
conditioned as they are to normative racialised policies of gender which are embedded 
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in the equipment design. Under these policies their bodies and identities are called into 
question, violated and limited and are constantly under suspicion. It is difficult for facial 
recognition technology to associate trans identities with self-determined genders because 
it operates on the basis of binary perspectives. There is a 38% chance that a trans man´s 
identity will be incorrectly read, while non-binary, non-gendered or gender fluid people 
are incorrectly identified 100% of the time.42 This percentage tends to increase when 
there is also a criterion of race. In addition, it is important to note further factors such 
as transition, hormone therapy, class and income (which affects access to surgery and 
continuity in the gender transition process). 

Travel cards, the supply of public services via facial recognition machines, access to public 
toilets and photo apps are just some examples in which additional obstacles have been 
identified due to smart systems that determine who is a “man” or “woman” and as such 
deem an attempt to deceive the cis-system.43 This “biometric surveillance programme” 
defines the risks of people on the periphery and also restricts access at international 
borders through migratory policies that target the ideas of illegality and marginality.44 The 
transgenderised racism embedded in these databases produces and reinforces the boundaries 
of categories like race, gender, sexuality and citizenship which operate as a means of social 
classification, determining where individuals stand on the urban landscape and restricting 
their autonomy to say which gender they belong to. As such, facial recognition is not just 
facial identification and verification; it is principally, bundles of photographs, analyses of 
biometric data both subjective and emotional, real-time tracking and social classification, 
24/7, on systems that are scattered through different public and private spaces and are even 
in the palm of our hands and on the accessories we use on a daily basis, all of which put 
particular black, transsexual, non-binary and intersex people at risk.45

Smart technopolitics activate transgenderised racism and are being adopted not only 
for security purposes, as we have seen here, but also in providing conditional access to 
public services. Either you provide your biometric data or you will be denied access to  a 
particular public service, thus placing citizenship in check. Public authorities have been 
implementing facial recognition software and data management systems as essential in 
identity verification, proof of life and as a safety policy without divulging the real use of 
this data. This may be the big challenge of this new century for the affirmation of gender 
and for a broadening of the scope of citizenship.

5 • Escape routes

Although this technology is a reality and is being implemented in urban centres and 
in our daily lives, escape routes and means of resistance are being constructed at both 
the social and political levels. The General Act for Data Protection,46 that came into 
force in 2020 may be a good example of how an ethical policy of sharing and using data 
could be beneficial to society.
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In Brazil, civil society has been organising through projects and organisations like Coding 
Rights,47 O Panóptico,48 Grupo Conexão G,49 among others, in order to problematize gender 
and race biases and also, above all, to present alternatives for protection and collective care, 
with a view to mitigating the technocratic uses of these devices that are controlling and 
repressing the masses. There is no easy route when fighting with technological capitalists 
for power. However, trans-activist collectives, university groups and feminist hackers have 
been putting up considerable resistance to the uses and abuses of these technologies by 
governments and enterprises that are conditioning our experiences and transforming them 
into profitable business, while classifying and reinforcing the debasement of groups that 
have been historically oppressed.

The implementation of biometric software is a human rights issue and as such affects 
fundamental rights to privacy, citizenship, equality, non-discrimination and self-
determination. In addition, human rights organisations that are not working directly on 
this matter can contribute by reinforcing the universal principles that establish rights and 
human guarantees, above all with regards to diversity and differences.

This was exactly how I became involved in this matter. I understood that it is about the 
way that I, a trans woman, can be classified and denied my rights, by default and that as 
a Brazilian citizen, I would not only like my data to be treated with respect, but above all 
my gender and the way I present myself to the world. This is a human rights issue for the 
XXI century and as such it is about life. 
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